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MYSTERIES AND THRILLERS
A slow fire burning – Paula Hawkins – 8/31
When a young man is found gruesomely murdered in a London houseboat, it triggers questions about
three women in particular. Laura is the troubled one-night stand last seen in the victim’s home. Carla is
the grief-stricken aunt, already mourning another family member who died only weeks earlier. And
Miriam is the nosy neighbor who found the bloodied body but is keeping secrets from the police. Three
women, mostly unknown to one another, with separate connections to the victim. Three women who
are—for different reasons—simmering with resentment. Who are, whether they know it or not, burning
to right the wrongs done to them. When it comes to revenge, even good people might be capable of
terrible deeds. How far might any one of them go to find peace? How long can secrets smolder before
they explode into flame?
When ghosts come home – Wiley Cash – 9/21
When the roar of a low-flying plane awakens him in the middle of the night, Sheriff Winston Barnes
knows something strange is happening at the nearby airfield on the coast of North Carolina. But nothing
can prepare him for what he finds: a large airplane has crash-landed and is now sitting sideways on the
runway, and there are no signs of a pilot or cargo. When the body of a local man is discovered—shot
dead and lying on the grass near the crash site—Winston begins a murder investigation that will change
the course of his life and the fate of the community that he has sworn to protect.
Everyone is a suspect, including the dead man. As rumors and accusations fly, long-simmering racial
tensions explode overnight, and Winston, whose own tragic past has followed him like a ghost, must do
his duty while facing the painful repercussions of old decisions. Winston also knows that his days as
sheriff may be numbered. He’s up for re-election against a corrupt and well-connected challenger, and
his deputies are choosing sides. As if these events weren’t troubling enough, he must finally confront his
daughter Colleen, who has come home grieving a shattering loss she cannot fully articulate.
As the suspense builds and this compelling mystery unfolds, Wiley Cash delves deep into the hearts of
these richly drawn, achingly sympathetic characters to reveal the nobility of an ordinary man struggling
amidst terrifying, extraordinary circumstances.
Find Me in the Dark – Dea Poirier – 10/21
My father's path was one I never wanted to walk, but here I am, following drops of blood like a crumb
trail left in the woods. I was born of murder, my life built on the bones of a prolific killer. And now, I must
atone for sins that should not be mine to bear.
Detective Harlow Durant has spent a lifetime trying to escape the shadows of her tormented past. As the
daughter of a convicted serial killer, Harlow was determined to turn her life around and is now the only
female detective at the New York Police Bureau of Criminal Investigation, bringing killers like her father
to justice.

Upstate, in the small college town of Plattsburgh, the body of a young woman has been found inside a
melting snowbank. Harlow and her partner Detective Lucas Park are immediately called in to investigate.
Searching around the victim's frozen body, they find a bracelet which identifies her as college
student Alyssa Trent.
As Harlow and Lucas begin to gather evidence from the town's shocked community, the snow continues
to thaw and soon another two victims are discovered. With the body count rising fast it is clear that
Harlow is hunting a serial killer. But what links these seemingly ordinary young women?
With a town living in fear and a killer at large, Harlow receives a chilling message from someone who
knows her father's case and knows the secret she has hidden from the bureau. Is she being warned off
the case? And with a freak April snowstorm heading across the state, will Harlow risk everything to stop
a killer dead in their tracks before they strike again?
Better Off Dead – Lee Child and Andrew Child – 10/26
Digging graves had not been part of my plans when I woke up that morning.
Reacher goes where he wants, when he wants. That morning he was heading west, walking under the
merciless desert sun--until he comes upon a curious scene. A Jeep has crashed into the only tree for
miles around. A woman is slumped over the wheel.
Dead? No, nothing is what it seems.
The woman is Michaela Fenton, an army veteran turned FBI agent trying to find her twin brother, who
might be mixed up with some dangerous people. Most of them would rather die than betray their
terrifying leader, who has burrowed his influence deep into the nearby border town, a backwater that
has seen better days. The mysterious Dendoncker rules from the shadows, out of sight and under the
radar, keeping his dealings in the dark.
He would know the fate of Fenton's brother.
Reacher is good at finding people who don't want to be found, so he offers to help, despite feeling that
Fenton is keeping secrets of her own. But a life hangs in the balance. Maybe more than one. But to bring
Dendoncker down will be the riskiest job of Reacher's life. Failure is not an option, because in this kind of
game, the loser is always better off dead.
The Judge’s List – John Grisham – 10/19
In The Whistler, Lacy Stoltz investigated a corrupt judge who was taking millions in bribes from a crime
syndicate. She put the criminals away, but only after being attacked and nearly killed. Three years later,
and approaching forty, she is tired of her work for the Florida Board on Judicial Conduct and ready for a
change.
Then she meets a mysterious woman who is so frightened she uses a number of aliases. Jeri Crosby's
father was murdered twenty years earlier in a case that remains unsolved and that has grown stone cold.
But Jeri has a suspect whom she has become obsessed with and has stalked for two decades. Along the
way, she has discovered other victims.

Suspicions are easy enough, but proof seems impossible. The man is brilliant, patient, and always one
step ahead of law enforcement. He is the most cunning of all serial killers. He knows forensics, police
procedure, and most important: he knows the law.
He is a judge, in Florida--under Lacy's jurisdiction.
He has a list, with the names of his victims and targets, all unsuspecting people unlucky enough to have
crossed his path and wronged him in some way. How can Lacy pursue him, without becoming the next
name on his list?
The Judge's List is by any measure John Grisham's most surprising, chilling novel yet.
As the Wicked Watch – Tamron Hall – 10/26
When crime reporter Jordan Manning leaves her hometown in Texas to take a job at a television station
in Chicago, she's one step closer to her dream: a coveted anchor chair on a national network.
Jordan is smart and aggressive, with unabashed star-power, and often the only woman of color in the
newsroom. Her signature? Arriving first on the scene--in impractical designer stilettos. Armed with a
master's degree in forensic science and impeccable instincts, Jordan has been able to balance her
dueling motivations: breaking every big story--and giving a voice to the voiceless.
From her time in Texas, she's covered the vilest of human behaviors but nothing has prepared her for
Chicago. Jordan is that rare breed of a journalist who can navigate a crime scene as well as she can a
newsroom--often noticing what others tend to miss. Again and again, she is called to cover the murders
of Black women, many of them sexually assaulted, most brutalized, and all of them quickly forgotten.
All until Masey James--the story that Jordan just can't shake, despite all efforts. A 15-year-old girl whose
body was found in an abandoned lot, Masey has come to represent for Jordan all of the frustration and
anger that her job often forces her to repress. Putting the rest of her work and her (fraying) personal life
aside, Jordan does everything she can to give the story the coverage it desperately requires, and that
Black children rarely receive.
Jordan is convinced that there's a serial killer on the loose and he's hiding in plain sight.
These Silent Woods – Kimi Cunningham Grant – 10/26
No electricity, no family, no connection to the outside world.
For eight years, Cooper and his young daughter, Finch, have lived in isolation in a remote cabin in the
northern Appalachian woods. And that's exactly the way Cooper wants it, because he's got a lot to hide.
Finch has been raised on the books filling the cabin's shelves and the beautiful but brutal code of life in
the wilderness. But she's starting to push back against the sheltered life Cooper has created for her--and
he's still haunted by the painful truth of what it took to get them there.
The only people who know they exist are a mysterious local hermit named Scotland, and Cooper's old
friend, Jake, who visits each winter to bring them food and supplies. But this year, Jake doesn't show up,
setting off an irreversible chain of events that reveals just how precarious their situation really is.
Suddenly, the boundaries of their safe haven have blurred--and when a stranger wanders into their
woods, Finch's growing obsession with her could put them all in danger. After a shocking disappearance

threatens to upend the only life Finch has ever known, Cooper is forced to decide whether to keep
hiding--or finally face the sins of his past.
Vividly atmospheric and masterfully tense, These Silent Woods is a poignant story of survival, sacrifice,
and how far a father will go when faced with losing it all.
The State of Terror – Hillary Rodham Clinton and Louise Penny – 10/12
After a tumultuous period in American politics, a new administration has just been sworn in, and to
everyone's surprise the president chooses a political enemy for the vital position of secretary of state.
There is no love lost between the president of the United States and Ellen Adams, his new secretary of
state. But it's a canny move on the part of the president. With this appointment, he silences one of his
harshest critics, since taking the job means Adams must step down as head of her multinational media
conglomerate.
As the new president addresses Congress for the first time, with Secretary Adams in attendance, Anahita
Dahir, a young foreign service officer (FSO) on the Pakistan desk at the State Department, receives a
baffling text from an anonymous source.
Too late, she realizes the message was a hastily coded warning.
What begins as a series of apparent terrorist attacks is revealed to be the beginning of an international
chess game involving the volatile and Byzantine politics of Pakistan, Afghanistan, and Iran; the race to
develop nuclear weapons in the region; the Russian mob; a burgeoning rogue terrorist organization; and
an American government set back on its heels in the international arena.
As the horrifying scale of the threat becomes clear, Secretary Adams and her team realize it has been
carefully planned to take advantage of four years of an American government out of touch with
international affairs, out of practice with diplomacy, and out of power in the places where it counts the
most.
To defeat such an intricate, carefully constructed conspiracy, it will take the skills of a unique team: a
passionate young FSO; a dedicated journalist; and a smart, determined, but as yet untested new
secretary of state.
State of Terror is a unique and utterly compelling international thriller cowritten by Hillary Rodham
Clinton, the 67th secretary of state, and Louise Penny, a multiple award-winning #1 New York
Times bestselling novelist.
Never saw me coming – Vera Kurian – 9/7
Meet Chloe Sevre. Freshman honor student. Average-seeming, legging-wearing, hot girl next door…and
diagnosed psychopath with an IQ of 135. Her hobbies include yogalates, frat parties, and plotting to kill
Will Bachman, a childhood friend who grievously wronged her.
Now Chloe and six other students at John Adams College are part of an unusual clinical study that
includes smartwatches to track their moods and movements, in exchange for free tuition. The study, led
by a renowned psychiatrist, has inadvertently brought together some of the most dangerous minds who
feel no guilt or fear. When one of the participants is found murdered, it becomes obvious they’re all in

danger. Chloe goes from hunter to prey, and joins forces with two other psychopaths in the program to
discover why they’re being targeted – if they could only trust each other.
Wildly entertaining with compelling characters and a vividly conjured campus setting, NEVER SAW ME
COMING will keep you up all night, pinned to the page, wondering why you’re rooting for a would-be
killer.
Your guide to not getting murdered in a quaint English village – Maureen Johnson – 9/14
Thinking of a foray to a quaint English village? You’ll think twice after reading this tongue-in-cheek
illustrated guide to the countless murderous possibilities lurking behind these villages’ bucolic
façades—from bestselling author Maureen Johnson and illustrator Jay Cooper.
In the England of murder mysteries and TV detectives, no destination is deadlier than a quaint country
village, and you never know you’re in a murder village until it’s too late. No attraction or local character
is safe—whether in the pub for a pint, or on the manicured grounds of the local estate for a shooting
party, bodies can turn up anywhere! Danger lurks around every cobblestone corner. If you are foolish
enough to make the trip, at least be prepared.
Brought to life with dozens of Gorey-esque drawings by illustrator Jay Cooper and peppered with
allusions to classic crime series and unmistakably British murder lore, Your Guide to Not Getting
Murdered in a Quaint English Village gives you the tools you need to avoid the same fate, should you find
yourself in a suspiciously cozy English village (or simply dream of going). Good luck, and whatever you
do, avoid the vicar.

HORROR AND PSYCHOLOGICAL SUSPENSE
The death of Jane Lawrence – Caitlin Starling – 10/5
Practical, unassuming Jane Shoringfield has done the calculations, and decided that the most secure
path forward is this: a husband, in a marriage of convenience, who will allow her to remain independent
and occupied with meaningful work. Her first choice, the dashing but reclusive doctor Augustine
Lawrence, agrees to her proposal with only one condition: that she must never visit Lindridge Hall, his
crumbling family manor outside of town.
Yet on their wedding night, an accident strands her at his door in a pitch-black rainstorm, and she finds
him changed. Gone is the bold, courageous surgeon, and in his place is a terrified, paranoid man—one
who cannot tell reality from nightmare, and fears Jane is an apparition, come to haunt him. By morning,
Augustine is himself again, but Jane knows something is deeply wrong at Lindridge Hall, and with the
man she has so hastily bound her safety to.
Set in a dark-mirror version of post-war England, Caitlin Starling crafts a new kind of gothic horror from
the bones of the beloved canon. This Crimson Peak-inspired story assembles, then upends, every
expectation set in place by Shirley Jackson and Rebecca, and will leave readers shaken, desperate to
begin again as soon as they are finished.
Nothing but blackened teeth – Cassandra Khaw – 10/19

A Heian-era mansion stands abandoned, its foundations resting on the bones of a bride and its walls
packed with the remains of the girls sacrificed to keep her company.
It’s the perfect venue for a group of thrill-seeking friends, brought back together to celebrate a wedding.
A night of food, drinks, and games quickly spirals into a nightmare as secrets get dragged out and
relationships are tested.
But the house has secrets too. Lurking in the shadows is the ghost bride with a black smile and a hungry
heart.
And she gets lonely down there in the dirt.
Effortlessly turning the classic haunted house story on its head, Nothing but Blackened Teeth is a sharp
and devastating exploration of grief, the parasitic nature of relationships, and the consequences of our
actions.
Last Girl Ghosted – Lisa Unger – 10/05
Think twice before you swipe.
She met him through a dating app. An intriguing picture on a screen, a date at a downtown bar. What
she thought might be just a quick hookup quickly became much more. She fell for him--hard. It happens
sometimes, a powerful connection with a perfect stranger takes you by surprise. Could it be love?
But then, just as things were getting real, he stood her up. Then he disappeared--profiles deleted, phone
disconnected. She was ghosted.
Maybe it was her fault. She shared too much, too fast. But isn't that always what women think--that
they're the ones to blame? Soon she learns there were others. Girls who thought they were in love. Girls
who later went missing. She had been looking for a connection, but now she's looking for answers.
Chasing a digital trail into his dark past--and hers--she finds herself on a dangerous hunt. And she's not
sure whether she's the predator--or the prey.
This thing between – Gus Moreno – 10/12
It was Vera's idea to buy the Itza. The "world's most advanced smart speaker!" didn't interest Thiago, but
Vera thought it would be a bit of fun for them amid all the strange occurrences happening in the condo.
It made things worse. The cold spots and scratching in the walls were weird enough, but peculiar
packages started showing up—who ordered industrial lye? Then there was the eerie music at odd hours,
Thiago waking up to Itza projecting light shows in an empty room.
It was funny and strange right up until Vera was killed, and Thiago's world became unbearable. Pundits
and politicians all looking to turn his wife's death into a symbol for their own agendas. A barrage of texts
from her well-meaning friends about letting go and moving on. Waking to the sound of Itza talking softly
to someone in the living room . . .
The only thing left to do was get far away from Chicago. Away from everything and everyone. A secluded
cabin in Colorado seemed like the perfect place to hole up with his crushing grief. But soon Thiago

realizes there is no escape—not from his guilt, not from his simmering rage, and not from the evil
hunting him, feeding on his grief, determined to make its way into this world.
A bold, original horror novel about grief, loneliness, and the oppressive intimacy of technology, Gus
Moreno's This Thing Between Us marks the arrival of a spectacular new talent.
Reprieve – James Han Mattson – 10/5
On April 27, 1997, four contestants make it to the final cell of the Quigley House, a full-contact haunted
escape room in Lincoln, Nebraska, made famous for its monstrosities, booby-traps, and ghoulishly
costumed actors. If the group can endure these horrors without shouting the safe word, “reprieve,”
they’ll win a substantial cash prize—a startling feat accomplished only by one other group in the house’s
long history. But before they can complete the challenge, a man breaks into the cell and kills one of the
contestants.
Those who were present on that fateful night lend their points of view: Kendra Brown, a teenager who’s
been uprooted from her childhood home after the sudden loss of her father; Leonard Grandton, a
desperate and impressionable hotel manager caught in a series of toxic entanglements; and Jaidee
Charoensuk, a gay international student who came to the United States in a besotted search for his
former English teacher. As each character’s journey unfurls and overlaps, deceits and misunderstandings
fueled by obsession and prejudice are revealed—forcing all to reckon with the ways in which their beliefs
and actions contributed to a horrifying catastrophe.
A startlingly soulful exploration of complicity and masquerade, Reprieve combines the psychological
tension of classic horror with searing social criticism, and seamlessly threads together trial transcripts,
evidence descriptions, and deeply layered individual narratives to present a chilling portrait of this
tangled American life.
The last house on Needless Street – Catriona Ward – 9/28
A shocking and immersive read perfect for fans of Gone Girl and The Haunting of Hill House.
In a boarded-up house on a dead-end street at the edge of the wild Washington woods lives a family of
three.
A teenage girl who isn’t allowed outside, not after last time.
A man who drinks alone in front of his TV, trying to ignore the gaps in his memory.
And a house cat who loves napping and reading the Bible.
An unspeakable secret binds them together, but when a new neighbor moves in next door, what is
buried out among the birch trees may come back to haunt them all.

SCIENCE FICTION
Noor – Nnedi Okorafor – 11/9

Anwuli Okwudili prefers to be called AO. To her, these initials have always stood for Artificial Organism.
AO has never really felt…natural, and that’s putting it lightly. Her parents spent most of the days before
she was born praying for her peaceful passing because even in-utero she was “wrong”. But she lived.
Then came the car accident years later that disabled her even further. Yet instead of viewing her strange
body the way the world views it, as freakish, unnatural, even the work of the devil, AO embraces all that
she is: A woman with a ton of major and necessary body augmentations. And then one day she goes to
her local market and everything goes wrong.
Once on the run, she meets a Fulani herdsman named DNA and the race against time across the deserts
of Northern Nigeria begins. In a world where all things are streamed, everyone is watching the
“reckoning of the murderess and the terrorist” and the “saga of the wicked woman and mad man”
unfold. This fast-paced, relentless journey of tribe, destiny, body, and the wonderland of technology
revels in the fact that the future sometimes isn’t so predictable.
The cabinet – Un-su Kim – 10/12
Cabinet 13 looks exactly like any normal filing cabinet…Except this cabinet is filled with files on the
‘symptomers’, humans whose strange abilities and bizarre experiences might just mark the emergence of
a new species.
But to Mr Kong, the harried office worker whose job it is to look after the cabinet, the symptomers are a
headache; especially the one who won’t stop calling every day, asking to be turned into a cat.
A richly funny and fantastical novel about the strangeness at the heart of even the most everyday lives,
from one of South Korea’s most acclaimed novelists.

FICTION
Beautiful world where are you – Sally Rooney – 9/7
Alice, a novelist, meets Felix, who works in a warehouse, and asks him if he’d like to travel to Rome with
her. In Dublin, her best friend, Eileen, is getting over a break-up, and slips back into flirting with Simon, a
man she has known since childhood.
Alice, Felix, Eileen, and Simon are still young—but life is catching up with them. They desire each other,
they delude each other, they get together, they break apart. They have sex, they worry about sex, they
worry about their friendships and the world they live in. Are they standing in the last lighted room before
the darkness, bearing witness to something? Will they find a way to believe in a beautiful world?
Harlem Shuffle – Colson Whitehead – 9/14
“Ray Carney was only slightly bent when it came to being crooked…” To his customers and neighbors on
125th street, Carney is an upstanding salesman of reasonably priced furniture, making a decent life for
himself and his family. He and his wife Elizabeth are expecting their second child, and if her parents on
Striver’s Row don’t approve of him or their cramped apartment across from the subway tracks, it’s still
home.

Few people know he descends from a line of uptown hoods and crooks, and that his façade of normalcy
has more than a few cracks in it. Cracks that are getting bigger all the time.
Cash is tight, especially with all those installment-plan sofas, so if his cousin Freddie occasionally drops
off the odd ring or necklace, Ray doesn’t ask where it comes from. He knows a discreet jeweler
downtown who doesn’t ask questions, either.
Then Freddie falls in with a crew who plan to rob the Hotel Theresa—the “Waldorf of Harlem”—and
volunteers Ray’s services as the fence. The heist doesn’t go as planned; they rarely do. Now Ray has a
new clientele, one made up of shady cops, vicious local gangsters, two-bit pornographers, and other
assorted Harlem lowlifes.
Thus begins the internal tussle between Ray the striver and Ray the crook. As Ray navigates this double
life, he begins to see who actually pulls the strings in Harlem. Can Ray avoid getting killed, save his
cousin, and grab his share of the big score, all while maintaining his reputation as the go-to source for all
your quality home furniture needs?
The Lincoln Highway – Amor Towles – 10/5
The bestselling author of A Gentleman in Moscow and Rules of Civility and master of absorbing,
sophisticated fiction returns with a stylish and propulsive novel set in 1950s America
In June, 1954, eighteen-year-old Emmett Watson is driven home to Nebraska by the warden of the
juvenile work farm where he has just served fifteen months for involuntary manslaughter. His mother
long gone, his father recently deceased, and the family farm foreclosed upon by the bank, Emmett’s
intention is to pick up his eight-year-old brother, Billy, and head to California where they can start their
lives anew. But when the warden drives away, Emmett discovers that two friends from the work farm
have hidden themselves in the trunk of the warden’s car. Together, they have hatched an altogether
different plan for Emmett’s future, one that will take them all on a fateful journey in the opposite
direction—to the City of New York.
Spanning just ten days and told from multiple points of view, Towles’s third novel will satisfy fans of his
multi-layered literary styling while providing them an array of new and richly imagined settings,
characters, and themes.
Cloud Cuckoo Land – Anthony Doerr – 9/28
From the Pulitzer Prize–winning author of All the Light We Cannot See, perhaps the most bestselling and
beloved literary fiction of our time, comes the highly anticipated Cloud Cuckoo Land.
Set in Constantinople in the fifteenth century, in a small town in present-day Idaho, and on an interstellar
ship decades from now, Anthony Doerr’s gorgeous third novel is a triumph of imagination and
compassion, a soaring story about children on the cusp of adulthood in worlds in peril, who find
resilience, hope—and a book. In Cloud Cuckoo Land, Doerr has created a magnificent tapestry of times
and places that reflects our vast interconnectedness—with other species, with each other, with those
who lived before us, and with those who will be here after we’re gone.
Thirteen-year-old Anna, an orphan, lives inside the formidable walls of Constantinople in a house of
women who make their living embroidering the robes of priests. Restless, insatiably curious, Anna learns
to read, and in this ancient city, famous for its libraries, she finds a book, the story of Aethon, who longs

to be turned into a bird so that he can fly to a utopian paradise in the sky. This she reads to her ailing
sister as the walls of the only place she has known are bombarded in the great siege of Constantinople.
Outside the walls is Omeir, a village boy, miles from home, conscripted with his beloved oxen into the
invading army. His path and Anna’s will cross.
Five hundred years later, in a library in Idaho, octogenarian Zeno, who learned Greek as a prisoner of
war, rehearses five children in a play adaptation of Aethon’s story, preserved against all odds through
centuries. Tucked among the library shelves is a bomb, planted by a troubled, idealistic teenager,
Seymour. This is another siege. And in a not-so-distant future, on the interstellar ship Argos, Konstance is
alone in a vault, copying on scraps of sacking the story of Aethon, told to her by her father. She has never
set foot on our planet.
Like Marie-Laure and Werner in All the Light We Cannot See, Anna, Omeir, Seymour, Zeno, and
Konstance are dreamers and outsiders who find resourcefulness and hope in the midst of gravest danger.
Their lives are gloriously intertwined. Doerr’s dazzling imagination transports us to worlds so dramatic
and immersive that we forget, for a time, our own. Dedicated to “the librarians then, now, and in the
years to come,” Cloud Cuckoo Land is a beautiful and redemptive novel about stewardship—of the book,
of the Earth, of the human heart.
Apples never fall – Liane Moriarty – 9/14
If your mother was missing, would you tell the police? Even if the most obvious suspect was your father?
This is the dilemma facing the four grown Delaney siblings.
The Delaneys are fixtures in their community. The parents, Stan and Joy, are the envy of all of their
friends. They’re killers on the tennis court, and off it their chemistry is palpable. But after fifty years of
marriage, they’ve finally sold their famed tennis academy and are ready to start what should be the
golden years of their lives. So why are Stan and Joy so miserable?
The four Delaney children—Amy, Logan, Troy, and Brooke—were tennis stars in their own right, yet as
their father will tell you, none of them had what it took to go all the way. But that’s okay, now that
they’re all successful grown-ups and there is the wonderful possibility of grandchildren on the horizon.
One night a stranger named Savannah knocks on Stan and Joy’s door, bleeding after a fight with her
boyfriend. The Delaneys are more than happy to give her the small kindness she sorely needs. If only
that was all she wanted.
Later, when Joy goes missing, and Savannah is nowhere to be found, the police question the one person
who remains: Stan. But for someone who claims to be innocent, he, like many spouses, seems to have a
lot to hide. Two of the Delaney children think their father is innocent, two are not so sure—but as the
two sides square off against each other in perhaps their biggest match ever, all of the Delaneys will start
to reexamine their shared family history in a very new light.
Matrix – Lauren Groff – 10/5
One of our best American writers, Lauren Groff returns with her exhilarating first new novel since the
groundbreaking Fates and Furies.

Cast out of the royal court by Eleanor of Aquitaine, deemed too coarse and rough-hewn for marriage or
courtly life, seventeen-year-old Marie de France is sent to England to be the new prioress of an
impoverished abbey, its nuns on the brink of starvation and beset by disease.
At first taken aback by the severity of her new life, Marie finds focus and love in collective life with her
singular and mercurial sisters. In this crucible, Marie steadily supplants her desire for family, for her
homeland, for the passions of her youth with something new to her: devotion to her sisters, and a
conviction in her own divine visions. Marie, born the last in a long line of women warriors and crusaders,
is determined to chart a bold new course for the women she now leads and protects. But in a world that
is shifting and corroding in frightening ways, one that can never reconcile itself with her existence, will
the sheer force of Marie’s vision be bulwark enough?
Equally alive to the sacred and the profane, Matrix gathers currents of violence, sensuality, and religious
ecstasy in a mesmerizing portrait of consuming passion, aberrant faith, and a woman that history moves
both through and around. Lauren Groff’s new novel, her first since Fates and Furies, is a defiant and
timely exploration of the raw power of female creativity in a corrupted world.
Oh William – Elizabeth Strout – 10/19
Through her “careful words and reverberating silences” (The New York Times), Elizabeth Strout has long
captured readers’ hearts with her spare, exquisite insights on family, relationships, and loss. And never
has her “perfect attunement to the human condition” (Hilary Mantel) been so evident as in these pages,
as Strout’s iconic heroine Lucy Barton, of My Name Is Lucy Barton, recounts her complex, tender
relationship with William, her first husband—and longtime, on-again-off-again friend and confidant.
Recalling their college years, through the birth of their daughters, the painful dissolution of their
marriage, and the lives they built with other people, Strout weaves a portrait, stunning in its subtlety, of
a decades-long partnership.
A masterful exploration of human empathy, Oh William! captures the joy and pain of watching children
grow up and start families of their own; of discovering family secrets, late in life, that rearrange
everything we think we know about those closest to us; and the way people live and love, despite the
variety of obstacles we face in doing so. And at the heart of this story is the unforgettable, indomitable
voice of Lucy Barton, who once again offers a profound, lasting reflection on the very nature of
existence. “This is the way of life,” Lucy says. “The many things we do not know until it is too late.”
Three Sisters – Heather Morris – 10/5
Against all odds, three Slovakian sisters have survived years of imprisonment in the most notorious death
camp in Nazi Germany: Auschwitz. Livia, Magda, and Cibi have clung together, nearly died from
starvation and overwork, and the brutal whims of the guards in this place of horror. But now, the allies
are closing in and the sisters have one last hurdle to face: the death march from Auschwitz, as the Nazis
try to erase any evidence of the prisoners held there. Due to a last-minute stroke of luck, the three of
them are able to escape formation and hide in the woods for days before being rescued.
And this is where the story begins. From there, the three sisters travel to Israel, to their new home, but
the battle for freedom takes on new forms. Livia, Magda, and Cibi must face the ghosts of their past--and
some secrets that they have kept from each other--to find true peace and happiness.

Inspired by a true story, and with events that overlap with those of Lale, Gita, and Cilka, The Three
Sisters will hold a place in readers' hearts and minds as they experience what true courage really is.
Five Tuesdays in Winter – Lily King – 11/9
By the award-winning, New York Times bestselling author of Writers & Lovers, Lily King's first-ever
collection of exceptional and innovative short stories
With Writers & Lovers and Euphoria, Lily King's books catapulted onto bestseller and best-of-the-year
lists across the country and established her as one of our most "brilliant" (New York Times Book Review),
"wildly talented" (Chicago Tribune), and beloved authors in contemporary fiction. Now, for the first time
ever, King collects ten of her finest short stories—half published in leading literary magazines and half
brand new—opening fresh realms of discovery for avid and new readers alike.
Told in the intimate voices of unique and endearing characters of all ages, these tales explore desire and
heartache, loss and discovery, moments of jolting violence and the inexorable tug toward love at all
costs. A bookseller's unspoken love for his employee rises to the surface, a neglected teenage boy finds
much-needed nurturing from an unlikely pair of college students hired to housesit, a girl's loss of
innocence at the hands of her employer's son becomes a catalyst for strength and confidence, and a
proud nonagenarian rages helplessly in his granddaughter's hospital room. Romantic, hopeful, brutally
raw, and unsparingly honest, some even slipping into the surreal, these stories are, above all, about
King's enduring subject of love.
Lily King's literary mastery, her spare and stunning prose, and her gift for creating lasting and treasured
characters are on full display in this curated selection of short fiction. Five Tuesdays in Winter showcases
an exhilarating new form for this extraordinarily gifted author writing at the height of her career.
The memoirs of Stockholm Sven – Nathaniel Ian Miller – 10/26
In 1916, Sven Ormson leaves a restless life in Stockholm to seek adventure in Svalbard, an Arctic
archipelago where darkness reigns four months of the year and he might witness the splendor of the
Northern Lights one night and be attacked by a polar bear the next. But his time as a miner ends when
an avalanche nearly kills him, leaving him disfigured, and Sven flees even further, to an uninhabited fjord.
There, with the company of a loyal dog, he builds a hut and lives alone, testing himself against the
elements.
The teachings of a Finnish fur trapper, along with encouraging letters from his family and a Scottish
geologist who befriended him in the mining camp, get him through his first winter. Years into his routine
isolation, the arrival of an unlikely visitor salves his loneliness, sparking a chain of surprising events that
will bring Sven into a family of fellow castoffs and determine the course of the rest of his life.
Written with wry humor and in prose as breathtaking as the stark landscape it evokes, The Memoirs of
Stockholm Sven is a testament to the strength of our human bonds, reminding us that even in the most
inhospitable conditions on the planet, we are not beyond the reach of love.
My Monticello – Jocelyn Nicole Johnson – 10/5
Tough-minded, vulnerable, and brave, Jocelyn Nicole Johnson’s precisely imagined debut explores
burdened inheritances and extraordinary pursuits of belonging. Set in the near future, the eponymous
novella, “My Monticello,” tells of a diverse group of Charlottesville neighbors fleeing violent white

supremacists. Led by Da’Naisha, a young Black descendant of Thomas Jefferson and Sally Hemings, they
seek refuge in Jefferson’s historic plantation home in a desperate attempt to outlive the long-foretold
racial and environmental unravelling within the nation.
In “Control Negro,” hailed by Roxane Gay as “one hell of story,” a university professor devotes himself to
the study of racism and the development of ACMs (average American Caucasian males) by clinically
observing his own son from birth in order to “painstakingly mark the route of this Black child too, one
whom I could prove was so strikingly decent and true that America could not find fault in him unless we
as a nation had projected it there.” Johnson’s characters all seek out home as a place and an internal
state, whether in the form of a Nigerian widower who immigrates to a meager existence in the city of
Alexandria, finding himself adrift; a young mixed-race woman who adopts a new tongue and name to
escape the landscapes of rural Virginia and her family; or a single mother who seeks salvation through
“Buying a House Ahead of the Apocalypse.”
United by these characters’ relentless struggles against reality and fate, My Monticello is a formidable
book that bears witness to this country’s legacies and announces the arrival of a wildly original new voice
in American fiction.

FICTION WITH A BIT OF MAGIC
Under the whispering door – TJ Klune – 9/21
Welcome to Charon's Crossing. The tea is hot, the scones are fresh, and the dead are just passing
through.
When a reaper comes to collect Wallace from his own funeral, Wallace begins to suspect he might be
dead. And when Hugo, the owner of a peculiar tea shop, promises to help him cross over, Wallace
decides he’s definitely dead. But even in death he’s not ready to abandon the life he barely lived, so
when Wallace is given one week to cross over, he sets about living a lifetime in seven days.
Hilarious, haunting, and kind, Under the Whispering Door is an uplifting story about a life spent at the
office and a death spent building a home.
The cat who saved books – Sosuke Natsukawa – 12/7
Bookish high school student Rintaro Natsuki is about to close the secondhand bookstore he inherited
from his beloved bookworm grandfather. Then, a talking cat named Tiger appears with an unusual
request. The feline asks for—or rather, demands—the teenager’s help in saving books with him. The
world is full of lonely books left unread and unloved, and Tiger and Rintaro must liberate them from their
neglectful owners.
Their mission sends this odd couple on an amazing journey, where they enter different mazes to set
books free. Through their travels, Tiger and Rintaro meet a man who leaves his books to perish on a
bookshelf, an unwitting book torturer who cuts the pages of books into snippets to help people speed
read, and a publishing drone who only wants to create bestsellers. Their adventures culminate in one
final, unforgettable challenge—the last maze that awaits leads Rintaro down a realm only the bravest
dare enter . . .

An enthralling tale of books, first love, fantasy, and an unusual friendship with a talking cat, The Cat Who
Saved Books is a story for those for whom books are so much more than words on paper.
The Book of Magic – by Alice Hoffman – 11/1
The Owens family has been cursed in matters of love for over three-hundred years but all of that is about
to change. The novel begins in a library, the best place for a story to be conjured, when beloved aunt Jet
Owens hears the deathwatch beetle and knows she has only seven days to live. Jet is not the only one in
danger--the curse is already at work.
A frantic attempt to save a young man's life spurs three generations of the Owens women, and one
long-lost brother, to use their unusual gifts to break the curse as they travel from Paris to London to the
English countryside where their ancestor Maria Owens first practiced the Unnamed Art. The younger
generation discovers secrets that have been hidden from them in matters of both magic and love by
Sally, their fiercely protective mother. As Kylie Owens uncovers the truth about who she is and what her
own dark powers are, her aunt Franny comes to understand that she is ready to sacrifice everything for
her family, and Sally Owens realizes that she is willing to give up everything for love.
The Book of Magic is a breathtaking conclusion that celebrates mothers and daughters, sisters and
brothers, and anyone who has ever been in love.
The perishing – Natasha Deon – 11/6
Lou, a young Black woman, wakes up in an alley in 1930s Los Angeles, nearly naked and with no memory
of how she got there or where she’s from. Taken in by a caring foster family, Lou dedicates herself to her
education while trying to put her mysterious origins behind her. She’ll go on to become the first Black
female journalist at the Los Angeles Times, but Lou’s extraordinary life is about to become even more
remarkable. When she befriends a firefighter at a downtown boxing gym, Lou is shocked to realize that
though she has no memory of meeting him, she’s been drawing his face for years.
Increasingly certain that their paths previously crossed—and beset by unexplainable flashes from
different times that have been haunting her dreams—Lou begins to believe she may be an immortal sent
for a very important reason, one that only others like her will be able to explain. With the help of her
friends, Lou sets out to investigate the mystery of her existence and make sense of the jumble of
lifetimes calling to her, just as new forces rise to threaten the existence of those around her.
Set against the rich historical landscape of Los Angeles—Prohibition, the creation of Route 66, and the
collapse of the St. Francis Dam—The Perishing is a stunning examination of love and justice through the
eyes of one miraculous woman whose fate seems linked to the city she comes to call home.

ROMANCE
Just haven’t met you yet – Sophie Cousens – 11/9
Hopeless romantic and lifestyle reporter Laura’s business trip to the Channel Islands isn’t off to a great
start. After an embarrassing encounter with the most attractive man she’s ever seen in real life, she
arrives at her hotel and realizes she’s grabbed the wrong suitcase from the airport. Her only consolation

is its irresistible contents, each of which intrigues her more and more. The owner of this suitcase is
clearly Laura’s dream man. Now, all she has to do is find him.
Besides, what are the odds that she’d find The One on the same island where her parents first met and
fell in love, especially as she sets out to write an article about their romance? Commissioning surly cab
driver Ted to ferry her around seems like her best bet in both tracking down the mystery suitcase owner
and retracing her parents’ footsteps. But as Laura’s mystery man proves difficult to find—and as she
uncovers family secrets—she may have to reimagine the life, and love, she always thought she wanted.
How to marry Keanu Reeves in 90 days – K.M. Jackson – 11/2
USA Today bestselling author K.M. Jackson delivers a hilarious road-trip rom-com perfect for fans of
Meet Cute and When Harry Met Sally.
Bethany Lu Carlisle is devastated when the tabloids report actor Keanu Reeves is about to tie the knot.
What?! How could the world's perfect boyfriend and forever bachelor, Keanu not realize that making a
move like this could potentially be devastating to the equilibrium of...well...everything! Not to mention,
he's never come face to face with the person who could potentially be his true soulmate—her.
Desperate to convince Keanu to call off the wedding, Lu and her ride-or-die BFF Truman Erikson take a
wild road trip to search for the elusive Keanu so that Lu can fulfill her dream of meeting her forever
crush and confess her undying love. From New York to Los Angeles, Lu and True get into all sorts of sticky
situations. Will Lu be able to find Keanu and convince him she's the one for him? Or maybe she'll
discover true love has been by her side all along...
The Matzah Ball – Jean Meltzer – 9/28
Rachel Rubenstein-Goldblatt is a nice Jewish girl with a shameful secret: she loves Christmas. For a
decade she’s hidden her career as a Christmas romance novelist from her family. Her talent has made
her a bestseller even as her chronic illness has always kept the kind of love she writes about out of reach.
But when her diversity-conscious publisher insists she write a Hanukkah romance, her well of inspiration
suddenly runs dry. Hanukkah’s not magical. It’s not merry. It’s not Christmas. Desperate not to lose her
contract, Rachel’s determined to find her muse at the Matzah Ball, a Jewish music celebration on the last
night of Hanukkah, even if it means working with her summer camp archenemy—Jacob Greenberg.
Though Rachel and Jacob haven’t seen each other since they were kids, their grudge still glows brighter
than a menorah. But as they spend more time together, Rachel finds herself drawn to Hanukkah—and
Jacob—in a way she never expected. Maybe this holiday of lights will be the spark she needed to set her
heart ablaze.
The Party Crasher – Sophie Kinsella – 10/12
It's been over two years since Effie's beloved parents got divorced, destroying the image of the happy,
loving childhood she thought she had. Since then, she's become estranged from her father and
embarked on a feud with his hot (and much younger) girlfriend, Krista. And now, more earth-shattering
news: Greenoaks, the rambling Victorian country house Effie called home her whole life, has been sold.
When Krista decides to throw a grand "house cooling" party, Effie is originally left off the guest list--and
then receives a last-minute "anti-invitation" (maybe it's because she called Krista a gold-digger, but

Krista totally deserved it, and it was mostly a joke anyway). Effie declines, but then remembers a beloved
childhood treasure is still hidden in the house. Her only chance to retrieve it is to break into Greenoaks
while everyone is busy celebrating. As Effie sneaks around the house, hiding under tables and peeping
through trapdoors, she realizes the secrets Greenoaks holds aren't just in the dusty passageways and
hidden attics she grew up exploring. Watching how her sister, brother, and dad behave when they think
no one is looking, Effie overhears conversations, makes discoveries, and begins to see her family in a new
light. Then she runs into Joe--the love of her life, who long ago broke her heart, and who's still as
handsome and funny as ever--and even more truths emerge.
But will Effie act on these revelations? Will she stay hidden or step out into the party and take her place
with her family? And truthfully, what did she really come back to Greenoaks for? Over the course of one
blowout party, Effie realizes that she must be honest with herself and confront her past before she'll ever
be able to face her future.
A season for second chances – Jenny Bayliss – 10/19
A charmingly quirky seaside town offers a recently separated restauranteur a fresh start and possibly a
new lease on love in A Season for Second Chances, by the author of The Twelve Dates of Christmas.
Annie Sharpe’s spark for life has fizzled out. Her kids are grown up, her restaurant is doing just fine on its
own, and her twenty-six-year marriage has come to an unceremonious end. Untethered for the first time
in her adult life, she finds a winter guardian position in a historic seaside home and decides to leave her
city life behind for a brand-new beginning.
When she arrives in Willow Bay, Annie is enamored by the charming house, the invigorating sea breeze,
and the town’s rich seasonal traditions. Not to mention, her neighbors receive her with open arms—that
is, all except the surly nephew of the homeowner, whose grand plans for the property are at odds with
her residency. As Christmas approaches, tensions and tides rise in Willow Bay, and Annie’s future seems
less and less certain. But with a little can-do spirit and holiday magic, the most difficult time of her life
will become…a season for second chances.
Dear Santa – Debbie Macomber – 10/19
Lindy Carmichael isn't feeling particularly joyful when she returns home to Wenatchee, Washington, for
Christmas. The man she thought was "the one" has cheated on her with her best friend, and she feels
completely devoid of creativity in her graphic-design job. Not even carolers or Christmas cookies can
cheer her up--but Lindy's mother, Ellen, remembers an old tradition that might lift her daughter's spirits.
Reading through a box of childhood letters to Santa and reminiscing about what she'd wished for as a
young girl may be just the inspiration Lindy needs. With Ellen's encouragement, she decides to write
a new letter to Santa, one that will encourage her to have faith and believe just as she'd done all those
years ago. Little does Lindy know that this exercise in gratitude will cause her wishes to unfold before her
in miraculous ways. And, thanks to some fateful twists of Christmas magic--especially an unexpected
connection with a handsome former classmate--Lindy ultimately realizes that there is truly no place like
home for the holidays.
In Dear Santa, Debbie Macomber celebrates the joys of Christmas blessings, old and new.
The Holiday Swap – Maggie Knox – 10/05

All they want for Christmas is a different life.
When chef Charlie Goodwin gets hit on the head on the L.A. set of her reality baking show, she loses a
lot more than consciousness; she also loses her ability to taste and smell--both critical to her success as
show judge. Meanwhile, Charlie's identical twin, Cass, is frantically trying to hold her own life together
back in their quaint mountain hometown while running the family's bustling bakery and dealing with her
ex, who won't get the memo that they're over.
With only days until Christmas, a desperate Charlie asks Cass to do something they haven't done since
they were kids: switch places. Looking for her own escape from reality, Cass agrees. But temporarily
trading lives proves more complicated than they imagined, especially when rugged firefighter Jake
Greenman and gorgeous physician assistant Miguel Rodriguez are thrown into the mix. Will the twins'
identity swap be a recipe for disaster, or does it have all the right ingredients for getting their lives back
on track?
The charm offensive – Alison Cochrun – 9/7
In this witty and heartwarming romantic comedy—reminiscent of Red, White & Royal Blue and One to
Watch—an awkward tech wunderkind on a reality dating show goes off-script when sparks fly with his
producer.
Dev Deshpande has always believed in fairy tales. So it’s no wonder then that he’s spent his career
crafting them on the long-running reality dating show Ever After. As the most successful producer in the
franchise’s history, Dev always scripts the perfect love story for his contestants, even as his own love life
crashes and burns. But then the show casts disgraced tech wunderkind Charlie Winshaw as its star.
Charlie is far from the romantic Prince Charming Ever After expects. He doesn’t believe in true love, and
only agreed to the show as a last-ditch effort to rehabilitate his image. In front of the cameras, he’s a
stiff, anxious mess with no idea how to date twenty women on national television. Behind the scenes,
he’s cold, awkward, and emotionally closed-off.
As Dev fights to get Charlie to connect with the contestants on a whirlwind, worldwide tour, they begin
to open up to each other, and Charlie realizes he has better chemistry with Dev than with any of his
female co-stars. But even reality TV has a script, and in order to find to happily ever after, they’ll have to
reconsider whose love story gets told.
The ex hex – Erin Sterling – 9/28
Nine years ago, Vivienne Jones nursed her broken heart like any young witch would: vodka, weepy
music, bubble baths…and a curse on the horrible boyfriend. Sure, Vivi knows she shouldn’t use her
magic this way, but with only an “orchard hayride” scented candle on hand, she isn’t worried it will cause
him anything more than a bad hair day or two.
That is until Rhys Penhallow, descendent of the town’s ancestors, breaker of hearts, and annoyingly just
as gorgeous as he always was, returns to Graves Glen, Georgia. What should be a quick trip to recharge
the town’s ley lines and make an appearance at the annual fall festival turns disastrously wrong. With
one calamity after another striking Rhys, Vivi realizes her silly little Ex Hex may not have been so
harmless after all.

Suddenly, Graves Glen is under attack from murderous wind-up toys, a pissed off ghost, and a talking cat
with some interesting things to say. Vivi and Rhys have to ignore their off the charts chemistry to work
together to save the town and find a way to break the break-up curse before it’s too late.
Payback’s a Witch (The Witches of Thistle Grove #1) – Lana Harper – 10/05
Emmy Harlow is a witch but not a very powerful one--in part because she hasn't been home to the
magical town of Thistle Grove in years. Her self-imposed exile has a lot to do with a complicated family
history and a desire to forge her own way in the world, and only the very tiniest bit to do with Gareth
Blackmoore, heir to the most powerful magical family in town and casual breaker of hearts and
destroyer of dreams.
But when a spellcasting tournament that her family serves as arbiters for approaches, it turns out the
pull of tradition (or the truly impressive parental guilt trip that comes with it) is strong enough to bring
Emmy back. She's determined to do her familial duty; spend some quality time with her best friend,
Linden Thorn; and get back to her real life in Chicago.
On her first night home, Emmy runs into Talia Avramov--an all-around badass adept in the darker magical
arts--who is fresh off a bad breakup . . . with Gareth Blackmoore. Talia had let herself be charmed, only
to discover that Gareth was also seeing Linden--unbeknownst to either of them. And now she and Linden
want revenge. Only one question stands: Is Emmy in?
But most concerning of all: Why can't she stop thinking about the terrifyingly competent, devastatingly
gorgeous, wickedly charming Talia Avramov?
All the feels – Olivia Dade – 10/26
Alexander Woodroe has it all. Charm. Sex appeal. Wealth. Fame. A starring role as Cupid on TV’s biggest
show, God of the Gates. But the showrunners have wrecked his character, he’s dogged by old demons,
and his post-show future remains uncertain. When all that reckless emotion explodes into a bar fight,
the tabloids and public agree: his star is falling.
Enter Lauren Clegg, the former ER therapist hired to keep him in line. Compared to her previous work,
watching over handsome but impulsive Alex shouldn’t be especially difficult. But the more time they
spend together, the harder it gets to keep her professional remove and her heart intact, especially when
she discovers the reasons behind his recklessness…not to mention his Cupid fanfiction habit.
When another scandal lands Alex in major hot water and costs Lauren her job, she’ll have to choose
between protecting him and offering him what he really wants—her. But he’s determined to keep his
improbably short, impossibly stubborn, and extremely endearing minder in his life any way he can. And
on a road trip up the California coast together, he intends to show her exactly what a falling star will do
to catch the woman he loves: anything at all.
Eight perfect hours – Lia Louis – 9/28
On a snowy evening in March, thirty-something Noelle Butterby is on her way back from an event at her
old college when disaster strikes. With a blizzard closing off roads, she finds herself stranded, alone in
her car, without food, drink, or a working charger for her phone.

All seems lost until Sam Attwood, a handsome American stranger also trapped in a nearby car, knocks on
her window and offers assistance. What follows is eight perfect hours together, until morning arrives and
the roads finally clear. The two strangers part, positive they’ll never see each other again but fate, it
seems, has a different plan. As the two keep serendipitously bumping into one another, they begin to
realize that perhaps there truly is no such thing as coincidence.
With plenty of charming twists and turns and Lia Louis’s “bold, standout voice” (Gillian McAllister, author
of The Good Sister), Eight Perfect Hours is a gorgeously crafted novel that will make you believe in the
power of fate.
Donut fall in love – Jackie Lau – 10/26
A baker provides the sweetest escape for an actor in this charming romantic comedy.
Actor Ryan Kwok is back in Toronto after the promotional tour for his latest film, a rom-com that is
getting less-than-stellar reviews. After years of constant work and the sudden death of his mother, Ryan
is taking some much-needed time off. But as he tries to be supportive to his family, he struggles with his
loss and doesn’t know how to talk to his dad—who now trolls him on Twitter instead of meeting him for
dim sum.
Innovative baker Lindsay McLeod meets Ryan when he knocks over two dozen specialty donuts at her
bakery. Their relationship is off to a messy start, but there’s no denying their immediate attraction. When
Ryan signs up for a celebrity episode of Baking Fail, he asks Lindsay to teach him how to bake and she
agrees.
As Lindsay and Ryan spend time together, bonding over grief and bubble tea, it starts to feel like they’re
cooking up something sweeter than cupcakes in the kitchen.
The Love Hypothesis – Ali Hazelwood – 9/14
When a fake relationship between scientists meets the irresistible force of attraction, it throws one
woman's carefully calculated theories on love into chaos.
As a third-year Ph.D. candidate, Olive Smith doesn't believe in lasting romantic relationships--but her
best friend does, and that's what got her into this situation. Convincing Anh that Olive is dating and well
on her way to a happily ever after was always going to take more than hand-wavy Jedi mind tricks:
Scientists require proof. So, like any self-respecting biologist, Olive panics and kisses the first man she
sees.
That man is none other than Adam Carlsen, a young hotshot professor--and well-known ass. Which is
why Olive is positively floored when Stanford's reigning lab tyrant agrees to keep her charade a secret
and be her fake boyfriend. But when a big science conference goes haywire, putting Olive's career on the
Bunsen burner, Adam surprises her again with his unyielding support and even more
unyielding...six-pack abs.
Suddenly their little experiment feels dangerously close to combustion. And Olive discovers that the only
thing more complicated than a hypothesis on love is putting her own heart under the microscope.

NONFICTION
Sea state – Tabitha Lasley – 12/7
In her midthirties and newly free from a terrible relationship, Tabitha Lasley quit her job at a London
magazine, packed her bags, and poured her savings into a six-month lease on an apartment in Aberdeen,
Scotland. She decided to make good on a long-deferred idea for a book about oil rigs and the men who
work on them. Why oil rigs? She wanted to see what men were like with no women around.
In Aberdeen, Tabitha became deeply entrenched in the world of roughnecks, a teeming subculture rich
with brawls, hard labor, competition, and the deepest friendships imaginable. The longer she stayed, the
more she found her presence had a destabilizing effect on the men—and her.
Sea State is on the one hand a portrait of an overlooked industry: “offshore” is a way of life for
generations of primarily working-class men and also a potent metaphor for those parts of life we keep at
bay—class, masculinity, the transactions of desire, and the awful slipperiness of a ladder that could, if we
tried hard enough, lead us to security.
Sea State is on the other hand the story of a journalist whose professional distance from her subject
becomes perilously thin. In Aberdeen, Tabitha gets high and dances with abandon, reliving her youth,
when the music was good and the boys were bad. Twenty years on, there is Caden: a married rig worker
who spends three weeks on and three weeks off. Alone and in an increasingly precarious state, Tabitha
dives into their growing attraction. The relationship, reckless and explosive, will lay them both bare.
Shelf life : chronicles of a Cairo bookseller – Nadia Wassef – 10/5
The streets of Cairo make strange music. The echoing calls to prayer; the raging insults hurled between
drivers; the steady crescendo of horns honking; the shouts of street vendors; the television sets and
radios blaring from every sidewalk. Nadia Wassef knows this song by heart.
In 2002, with her sister, Hind, and their friend, Nihal, she founded Diwan, a fiercely independent
bookstore. They were three young women with no business degrees, no formal training, and nothing to
lose. At the time, nothing like Diwan existed in Egypt. Culture was languishing under government
mismanagement, and books were considered a luxury, not a necessity. Ten years later, Diwan had
become a rousing success, with ten locations, 150 employees, and a fervent fan base.
Frank, fresh, and very funny, Nadia Wassef’s memoir tells the story of this journey. Its eclectic cast of
characters features Diwan’s impassioned regulars, like the demanding Dr. Medhat; Samir, the driver with
CEO aspirations; meditative and mythical Nihal; silent but deadly Hind; dictatorial and exacting Nadia, a
self-proclaimed bitch to work with—and the many people, mostly men, who said Diwan would never
work.
Shelf Life is a portrait of a country hurtling toward revolution, a feminist rallying cry, and an unapologetic
crash course in running a business under the law of entropy. Above all, it is a celebration of the power of
words to bring us home.
Beautiful Country – Qian Julie Wang – 9/7

In Chinese, the word for America, Mei Guo, translates directly to “beautiful country.” Yet when
seven-year-old Qian arrives in New York City in 1994 full of curiosity, she is overwhelmed by crushing fear
and scarcity. In China, Qian’s parents were professors; in America, her family is “illegal” and it will require
all the determination and small joys they can muster to survive.
In Chinatown, Qian’s parents labor in sweatshops. Instead of laughing at her jokes, they fight constantly,
taking out the stress of their new life on one another. Shunned by her classmates and teachers for her
limited English, Qian takes refuge in the library and masters the language through books, coming to think
of The Berenstain Bears as her first American friends. And where there is delight to be found, Qian
relishes it: her first bite of gloriously greasy pizza, weekly “shopping days,” when Qian finds small
treasures in the trash lining Brooklyn’s streets, and a magical Christmas visit to Rockefeller
Center—confirmation that the New York City she saw in movies does exist after all.
But then Qian’s headstrong Ma Ma collapses, revealing an illness that she has kept secret for months for
fear of the cost and scrutiny of a doctor’s visit. As Ba Ba retreats further inward, Qian has little to hold
onto beyond his constant refrain: Whatever happens, say that you were born here, that you’ve always
lived here.
Inhabiting her childhood perspective with exquisite lyric clarity and unforgettable charm and strength,
Qian Julie Wang has penned an essential American story about a family fracturing under the weight of
invisibility, and a girl coming of age in the shadows, who never stops seeking the light.
These precious days – Ann Patchett – 11/23
At the center of These Precious Days is the title essay, a suprising and moving meditation on an
unexpected friendship that explores “what it means to be seen, to find someone with whom you can be
your best and most complete self.” When Patchett chose an early galley of actor and producer Tom
Hanks’ short story collection to read one night before bed, she had no idea that this single choice would
be life changing. It would introduce her to a remarkable woman—Tom’s brilliant assistant Sooki—with
whom she would form a profound bond that held monumental consequences for them both.
A literary alchemist, Patchett plumbs the depths of her experiences to create gold: engaging and moving
pieces that are both self-portrait and landscape, each vibrant with emotion and rich in insight. Turning
her writer’s eye on her own experiences, she transforms the private into the universal, providing us all a
way to look at our own worlds anew, and reminds how fleeting and enigmatic life can be.
From the enchantments of Kate di Camilo’s children’s books to youthful memories of Paris; the cherished
life gifts given by her three fathers to the unexpected influence of Charles Schultz’s Snoopy; the
expansive vision of Eudora Welty to the importance of knitting, Patchett connects life and art as she
illuminates what matters most. Infused with the author’s grace, wit, and warmth, the pieces in These
Precious Days resonate deep in the soul, leaving an indelible mark—and demonstrate why Ann Patchett
is one of the most celebrated writers of our time.
Three girls from Bronzeville – Dawn Turner – 9/7
They were three Black girls. Dawn, tall and studious; her sister, Kim, younger by three years and
headstrong as they come; and her best friend, Debra, already prom-queen pretty by third grade. They
bonded—fervently and intensely in that unique way of little girls—as they roamed the concrete

landscape of Bronzeville, a historic neighborhood on Chicago’s South Side, the destination of hundreds of
thousands of Black folks who fled the ravages of the Jim Crow South.
These third-generation daughters of the Great Migration come of age in the 1970s, in the warm glow of
the recent civil rights movement. It has offered them a promise, albeit nascent and fragile, that they will
have more opportunities, rights, and freedoms than any generation of Black Americans in history. Their
working-class, striving parents are eager for them to realize this hard-fought potential. But the girls have
much more immediate concerns: hiding under the dining room table and eavesdropping on grown folks’
business; collecting secret treasures; and daydreaming about their futures—Dawn and Debra, doctors,
Kim a teacher. For a brief, wondrous moment the girls are all giggles and dreams and promises of
“friends forever.” And then fate intervenes, first slowly and then dramatically, sending them careening in
wildly different directions. There’s heartbreak, loss, displacement, and even murder. Dawn struggles to
make sense of the shocking turns that consume her sister and her best friend, all the while asking herself
a simple but profound question: Why?
In the vein of The Other Wes Moore and The Short and Tragic Life of Robert Peace, Three Girls from
Bronzeville is a piercing memoir that chronicles Dawn’s attempt to find answers. It’s at once a
celebration of sisterhood and friendship, a testimony to the unique struggles of Black women, and a
tour-de-force about the complex interplay of race, class, and opportunity, and how those forces shape
our lives and our capacity for resilience and redemption.
Yours cruelly, Elvira – Cassandra Peterson – 9/21
On Good Friday in 1953, at only 18 months old, 25 miles from the nearest hospital in Manhattan, Kansas,
Cassandra Peterson reached for a pot on the stove and doused herself in boiling water. Third-degree
burns covered 35% of her body, and the prognosis wasn't good. But she survived. Burned and scarred,
the impact stayed with her and became an obstacle she was determined to overcome. Feeling like a
misfit led to her love of horror. While her sisters played with Barbie dolls, Cassandra built model kits of
Frankenstein and Dracula, and idolized Vincent Price.
Due to a complicated relationship with her mother, Cassandra left home at 14, and by age 17 she was
performing at the famed Dunes Hotel in Las Vegas. Run-ins with the likes of Frank Sinatra, Sammy Davis
Jr., and Tom Jones helped her grow up fast. Then a chance encounter with her idol Elvis Presley, changed
the course of her life forever, and led her to Europe where she worked in film and traveled Italy as lead
singer of an Italian pop band. She eventually made her way to Los Angeles, where she joined the famed
comedy improv group, The Groundlings, and worked alongside Phil Hartman and Paul "Pee-wee"
Reubens, honing her comedic skills.
Nearing age 30, a struggling actress considered past her prime, she auditioned at local LA channel KHJ as
hostess for the late-night vintage horror movies. Cassandra improvised, made the role her own, and got
the job on the spot. Yours Cruelly, Elvira is an unforgettably wild memoir. Cassandra doesn't shy away
from revealing exactly who she is and how she overcame seemingly insurmountable odds. Always
original and sometimes outrageous, her story is loaded with twists, travails, revelry, and downright
shocking experiences. It is the candid, often funny, and sometimes heart-breaking tale of a Midwest farm
girl's long strange trip to become the world's sexiest, sassiest Halloween icon.
Taste: my life through food – Stanley Tucci – 10/5

Stanley Tucci grew up in an Italian American family that spent every night around the kitchen table. He
shared the magic of those meals with us in The Tucci Cookbook and The Tucci Table, and now he takes us
beyond the savory recipes and into the compelling stories behind them.
Taste is a reflection on the intersection of food and life, filled with anecdotes about his growing up in
Westchester, New York; preparing for and shooting the foodie films Big Night and Julie & Julia; falling in
love over dinner; and teaming up with his wife to create meals for a multitude of children. Each morsel
of this gastronomic journey through good times and bad, five-star meals and burned dishes, is as
heartfelt and delicious as the last.
Written with Stanley’s signature wry humor, Taste is for fans of Bill Buford, Gabrielle Hamilton, and Ruth
Reichl—and anyone who knows the power of a home-cooked meal.
Make it nice – Dorinda Medley – 8/17
The Real Housewives of New York City fan favorite Dorinda Medley takes fans inside her roller-coaster
life and iconic Blue Stone Manor to share how they, too, can Make It Nice.
Throughout her life, Dorinda Medley has always strived to “make it nice” regardless of the
circumstances. In her incredibly candid memoir, the Real Housewife of New York City opens the doors of
Blue Stone Manor, her Berkshires sanctuary, welcoming fans into her beloved home. In her first-ever
written life story, Dorinda clips away all pretense and noise to unveil the not-so-glamorous bumps in the
road that have marked her colorful journey toward becoming the person viewers, colleagues, and friends
know and love today. This is a vulnerable and emotional account of love, motherhood, loss, and the
not-entirely-planned adventure from her modest beginnings in the Berkshires to her personal, social,
and professional ascent—told in her trademark manner.
Chronicling the life of the reality television star, Make It Nice also features life lessons for those who may
experience similar challenges, as well as the celebrated hostess’s invaluable entertaining tips, all
presented with the humor and wit that have “oh-so-well made” Dorinda Medley a most compelling
compilation.
Tiger King: The Official Tell-All Memoir – Joe Exotic – 11/09
Shortly after his arrest (for charges including hiring a hitman to murder his rival, Carole Baskin), Joe
Exotic began keeping a daily journal of his life behind prison walls. In support of his defense, Joe began
writing everything he wished he could tell a jury of his peers. Little did Joe know that mere months later,
the self-proclaimed "gun-toting, gay redneck with a mullet" would become one of the most famous men
in the world.
Written entirely while incarcerated, this no-holds-barred memoir is Joe Exotic's first, and maybe only,
chance to tell his side of the story--the full story. Despite never having seen Tiger King, Joe is aware of
what's been said about him, and he's eager to answer all the questions the world is dying to know. Such
as:
-The origin of the mullet.
-How Joe became the Tiger King.
-Joe's favorite animals.
-Joe's relationships.
-Joe's explanation of all charges against him.
-What happened with Trump's pardon.

-What he thinks about caging animals now that he lives in a cage.
-What Joe has to say now about Carole Baskin.
From his tragic childhood riddled with abuse to his dangerous feuds with big cat rivals and beyond,
nothing is off the table. This is the exclusive and definitive read for anyone who binged the "riveting"
(Vanity Fair) documentary and finished it hungry for more. A memoir unlike any other, it proves that they
can cage the Tiger King, but they can't silence his roar.
Fuzz: When Nature Breaks the Law – Mary Roach – 9/14
What's to be done about a jaywalking moose? A bear caught breaking and entering? A murderous tree?
Three hundred years ago, animals that broke the law would be assigned legal representation and put on
trial. These days, as New York Times best-selling author Mary Roach discovers, the answers are best
found not in jurisprudence but in science: the curious science of human-wildlife conflict, a discipline at
the crossroads of human behavior and wildlife biology.
Roach tags along with animal-attack forensics investigators, human-elephant conflict specialists, bear
managers, and danger tree faller blasters. Intrepid as ever, she travels from leopard-terrorized hamlets in
the Indian Himalaya to St. Peter's Square in the early hours before the pope arrives for Easter Mass,
when vandal gulls swoop in to destroy the elaborate floral display. She taste-tests rat bait, learns how to
install a vulture effigy, and gets mugged by a macaque.
Combining little-known forensic science and conservation genetics with a motley cast of laser
scarecrows, langur impersonators, and trespassing squirrels, Roach reveals as much about humanity as
about nature's lawbreakers. When it comes to problem wildlife, she finds, humans are more often the
problem--and the solution. Fascinating, witty, and humane, Fuzz offers hope for compassionate
coexistence in our ever-expanding human habitat.
Renegades: Born in the USA – Barack Obama and Bruce Springsteen – 10/26
Renegades: Born in the USA is a candid, revealing, and entertaining dialogue between President Barack
Obama and legendary musician Bruce Springsteen that explores everything from their origin stories and
career-defining moments to our country's polarized politics and the growing distance between the
American Dream and the American reality. Filled with full-color photographs and rare archival material, it
is a compelling and beautifully illustrated portrait of two outsiders--one Black and one white--looking for
a way to connect their unconventional searches for meaning, identity, and community with the American
story itself. It includes:
- Original introductions by President Obama and Bruce Springsteen
- Exclusive new material from the Renegades podcast recording sessions
- Obama's never-before-seen annotated speeches, including his "Remarks at the 50th Anniversary of the
Selma to Montgomery Marches"
- Springsteen's handwritten lyrics for songs spanning his 50-year-long career
- Rare and exclusive photographs from the authors' personal archives
- Historical photographs and documents that provide rich visual context for their conversation
In a recording studio stocked with dozens of guitars, and on at least one Corvette ride, Obama and
Springsteen discuss marriage and fatherhood, race and masculinity, the lure of the open road and the
call back to home. They also compare notes on their favorite protest songs, the most inspiring American

heroes of all time, and more. Along the way, they reveal their passion for--and the occasional toll
of--telling a bigger, truer story about America throughout their careers, and explore how our fractured
country might begin to find its way back toward unity and global leadership.
The Storyteller: Tales of Life and Music – Dave Grohl – 10/05
So, I've written a book.
Having entertained the idea for years, and even offered a few questionable opportunities (It's a piece of
cake! Just do 4 hours of interviews, find someone else to write it, put your face on the cover, and voila!) I
have decided to write these stories just as I have always done, in my own hand. The joy that I have felt
from chronicling these tales is not unlike listening back to a song that I've recorded and can't wait to
share with the world, or reading a primitive journal entry from a stained notebook, or even hearing my
voice bounce between the Kiss posters on my wall as a child.
This certainly doesn't mean that I'm quitting my day job, but it does give me a place to shed a little light
on what it's like to be a kid from Springfield, Virginia, walking through life while living out the crazy
dreams I had as young musician. From hitting the road with Scream at 18 years old, to my time in
Nirvana and the Foo Fighters, jamming with Iggy Pop or playing at the Academy Awards or dancing with
AC/DC and the Preservation Hall Jazz Band, drumming for Tom Petty or meeting Sir Paul McCartney at
Royal Albert Hall, bedtime stories with Joan Jett or a chance meeting with Little Richard, to flying halfway
around the world for one epic night with my daughters...the list goes on. I look forward to focusing the
lens through which I see these memories a little sharper for you with much excitement.

Music is History – Questlove – 10/19
In Music Is History, bestselling author and Sundance award-winning director Questlove harnesses his
encyclopedic knowledge of popular music and his deep curiosity about history to examine America over
the past fifty years. Choosing one essential track from each year, Questlove unpacks each song's
significance, revealing the pivotal role that American music plays around issues of race, gender, politics,
and identity.
Music Is History focuses on the years 1971 to the present, not only the country's most complex and
rewarding half-century when it comes to the ways that pop culture and culturally diverse history
intersect and interact, but also the years that overlap with Questlove's own life. Music Is History moves
fluidly from the personal to the political, examining events closely and critically, to unpeel and uncover
previously unseen dimensions, and encouraging readers to do the same. Whether he is exploring how
Black identity reshaped itself during the blaxploitation era, analyzing the assembly-line nature of disco
and its hostility to Black genius, or remembering his own youth as a pop fan and what it taught him
about America, Questlove finds the hidden connections in the American tapestry.
Complete with playlists organized around personal, playful themes that touch on everything from the
relationship of hip-hop to music's past to the secret ingredient in all funk songs, Music Is History is filled
with and informed by Questlove's preferences, perspectives, and particularities. It feels like both a
popular history of contemporary America and a conversation with one of music's most influential and
unique voices.

The Boys: A Memoir of Hollywood and Family – Ron Howard and Clint Howard – 10/12
"What was it like to grow up on TV?" Ron Howard has been asked this question throughout his adult life.
in The Boys, he and his younger brother, Clint, examine their childhoods in detail for the first time. For
Ron, playing Opie on The Andy Griffith Show and Richie Cunningham on Happy Days offered fame, joy,
and opportunity--but also invited stress and bullying. For Clint, a fast start on such programs as Gentle
Ben and Star Trek petered out in adolescence, with some tough consequences and lessons.
With the perspective of time and success--Ron as a filmmaker, producer, and Hollywood A-lister, Clint as
a busy character actor--the Howard brothers delve deep into an upbringing that seemed normal to them
yet was anything but. Their Midwestern parents, Rance and Jean, moved to California to pursue their
own showbiz dreams. But it was their young sons who found steady employment as actors. Rance put
aside his ego and ambition to become Ron and Clint's teacher, sage, and moral compass. Jean became
their loving protector--sometimes over-protector--from the snares and traps of Hollywood.
By turns confessional, nostalgic, heartwarming, and harrowing, THE BOYS is a dual narrative that lifts the
lid on the Howard brothers' closely held lives. It's the journey of a tight four-person family unit that held
fast in an unforgiving business and of two brothers who survived "child-actor syndrome" to become
fulfilled adults.
A Carnival of Snackery: Diaries (2003-2020) – David Sedaris – 10/05
If it's navel-gazing you're after, you've come to the wrong place; ditto treacly self-examination. Rather, his
observations turn outward: a fight between two men on a bus, a fight between two men on the street,
pedestrians being whacked over the head or gathering to watch as a man considers leaping to his death.
There's a dirty joke shared at a book signing, then a dirtier one told at a dinner party--lots of jokes here.
Plenty of laughs.
These diaries remind you that you once really hated George W. Bush, and that not too long ago, Donald
Trump was just a harmless laughingstock, at least on French TV. Time marches on, and Sedaris, at his
desk or on planes, in hotel dining rooms and odd Japanese inns, records it. The entries here reflect an
ever-changing background--new administrations, new restrictions on speech and conduct. What
you can say at the start of the book, you can't by the end. At its best, A Carnival of Snackery is a sort of
sampler: the bitter and the sweet. Some entries are just what you wanted. Others you might want to spit
discreetly into a napkin.

